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MEMS are micro-electromechanical systems
• The logical extension of microelectronics and 
semiconductors technology. 
• An answer to the question: What do you do when 
you have more transistors than you can use?





Definition: MEMS combine sensors, data 
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Honeywell Sensors Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) Moisture Sensor
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Notes:
1/The devices are to be made from 100um thick Aluminium and steel.  Due to the nature of the device knowing the exact 
material properites of ther source 'shim' are essential.
2/Interdigitated dimensions are fixed the outer widths (9.6x20) can be altered to suit process capability.
3/Chemical or mechanical cutting of the fingers is prefered over any system (laser) that produces heat (alters mat' r prop's).
Analatom LPR Sensor
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Sensor Test – Distilled Water
Steel Sensor After 60 Hours of Use
10X
Sensor After 60 Hours of Use
63X
Steel Sensor After Approximately 100 Hours of Use
200X
Future Activities
•Redesign sensor to increase inter-digital distance 
•Redesign electronics to miniaturize
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